Sandy King is Professor Emeritus of Clemson University. He began teaching at Clemson University in 1971 and taught there until he retired in 2006. He currently resides with his wife Jeri near Easley.


In the early 1970s Sandy became interested in creative photography and since that time has photographed extensively in his home areas of North and South Carolina, in other areas of the US, and also in Canada, China, Mexico, Turkey, and Spain. His work has been exhibited widely and published in such magazines as *Photovision*, *Silvershotz*, *View Camera*, and most recently in *Looking Glass Magazine*, #15, 2016.

Sandy works in a beautiful and rare 19th century printing process called carbon transfer, molding traditional craft of the early days of photography with tools of the digital age to create a unique vision of reality. The work is presented in many shades of monochrome, as well as color, and has surface and textural qualities that are not possible in other photographic media. He has been primarily in the hand-made photograph. Making a photograph by hand, is a fascinating adventure in which one has maximum control over the printmaking syntax, which determine the final, tangible qualities of the photograph as object, including its color, texture, tonal scale and reflective qualities.

Sandy’s most recent publications include the following books.


He is currently involved in writing another book on carbon printing that will be published by Focal Press and has work in exhibitions at PhotoCentral in Hayward, California and at Gold Street Studios in Trentham West, Australia.
Sandy’s pieces on display at the Emeritus College

Ossabaw Vines (2014)
Chinese Infrastructure (2014)
Ossabaw Landing (2014)